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FIXED ALGEBRAS OF RESIDUALLY NILPOTENT LIE ALGEBRAS
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(Communicated by Maurice Auslander)

Abstract. Let Lm be the free Lie algebra of rank m > 1 over a field K , and

let J be an ideal of Lm such that J C L'^, and the algebra Lm/J isresidually

nilpotent. Let G ^ (1) be a finite group of automorphisms of Lm/J and the

order of G be invertible in K . We establish that the algebra of fixed points

(Lm/J)G is not finitely generated. The class of algebras under consideration

contains the free Lie algebra over an arbitrary field and the relatively free alge-

bras in nonnilpotent varieties of Lie algebras over infinite fields of characteristic

different from 2 and 3.

Introduction

By a result of Dyer and Scott [4, Theorem 2], for any finite group G of

automorphisms of the free group Fm of finite rank, the subgroup of fixed points

F° = {/€ Fm\g(f) = f for all geG}

is finitely generated. For the free associative algebra K(xi, ... , xm) over a

field K of characteristic 0 the situation is completely different. Dicks and
Formanek [2, Theorem 5.3] and Kharchenko [6, Theorem 2] have established

that, for a finite group G acting linearly on span{xi, ... , xm}, the algebra of

invariants K(xx, ... , xm)G is finitely generated if and only if G acts by scalar

multiplication on the generating set {xx, ..., xm}.

The starting point of this research was the problem for finite generation of
the fixed algebra of the free Lie algebra Lm of rank m > 1 over an arbitrary

field K. The only result known is due to Belov [ 1 ] who has proved that L^ is

not finitely generated if G ^ (1) is a finite cyclic subgroup of Aut Lm and the

order of G is invertible in K. Our main result is the following.

Let J be an ideal of Lm, m > 1, such that J is contained in L'^ =

[[Lm, Lm], [Lm, Lm]], and let the algebra Lm/J be residually nilpotent, i.e.,

fl(Lm/J)" = {0},     where (Lm/J)n = [Lm/J,..., Lm/J] .
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For any finite subgroup G ^ (I) of the automorphism group Aut(Lm/J) such

that the order of G is invertible in K, the fixed algebra

(Lm/Jf = {fe Lm/J\g(f) = ffor all g e G}

is not finitely generated.
The following algebras belong to the class under consideration:

(i) The free Lie algebra Lm .
(ii) The relatively free algebras Fm(tt) in nonnilpotent varieties il of Lie

algebras over infinite fields of characteristic different from 2 and 3.

Our approach is based on noncommutative invariant theory of finite linear

groups and essentially depends on the Maschke theorem. First we solve the

problem for the free metabelian Lie algebra and then, as a consequence, for any

algebra from the class under consideration. To the best of our knowledge, the

problem for finite generation of L% when char K divides \G\ is still open.

1. Preliminaries

Let K be an arbitrary field, and let Lm be the free Lie algebra of rank m > 1

freely generated by xx, ... , xm . We use left normed notation for the commu-

tators in Lm :

[«i, u2] = ux(adu2), [Ml, ... , M„-l, U„] = [[«i, ... , W„-l], un].

Let Vm = span{xi, ... , xm} be the vector space spanned on the free generators

of Lm . The natural action of the general linear group GLm = GL(Fm) on Vm

can be extended diagonally on Lm . Let U be an ideal of Lm which is closed

under all endomorphisms of Lm ; U is called a verbal ideal. The class il of

all Lie algebras satisfying the polynomial identities from U is called a variety

of algebras, and the factor-algebra Fm(ix) = Lm/U is the relatively free algebra

of rank m in it. We use the same symbols xx, ... , xm for the generators of

Fm(ii). Clearly Fm(ii) inherits the GLm-module structure of Lm .

Let charK = 0. For a partition X = (X\,..., Xm) (i.e., Xx > ■ ■■ > Xm > 0)
we denote by Wm(X) the irreducible GLm-module corresponding to X. The

vector space Lm is multigraded in a natural way counting the entries of each

variable x, in the commutators from Lm . Every GLm-submodule of Lm is a

graded subspace, and its Hilbert (or Poincare) series is

H(W, tx, ... , tm, t) = J2wat"1 ■■■t"mmtn,

where n = (nx, ... , nm), nx-\-h nm = n , and Wn is the multihomogeneous

component of W of degree «, in x,■. The Hilbert series of W is the character

of the GLm-module. If g e GLm has eigenvalues &,..., (m >tnen

Xw(g ,t) = H(W,ii,...,U,t) = Yj Xrww(g)tn,

where txm„)(g) is the trace of g acting on the homogeneous component of
degree n of W. Let G be a finite subgroup of GLm. There is an analogue

of the classical Molien formula for the invariants of a finite group on a GLOT-

submodule of K(xx, ... , xm) and hence on Lm .

Proposition 1.1 [5, Theorem 7]. Let charA^ = 0, let W be a GLm-submodule

of Lm with Hilbert series H(W, tx, ... , tm, t), and let G be a finite subgroup
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of GLm. The graded vector space WG = {w e W\g(w) = w for all g e G}

has a Hilbert series

H(WG,t) = ryYlxw(g,t).

Proposition 1.2. Let char K = p ^ 0, and let the variety it of Lie algebras over

K be defined by multilinear polynomial identities.
(i) The relatively free algebra Fm(il) is a multigraded vector space, and its

Hilbert series H(Fm(iX) ,t\,... ,tm,t) is the K-character of the GLm-module

Fm(U). If g e GLm has eigenvalues &,..., £m< then in K[[t]]

XFm{U)(g, t) = txFm{ii)(g, t) = H(Fm(U) ,ii,...,tm,t).

(ii) If G is a finite subgroup of GLm and p does not divide \G\, then

H(Fm(Uf, 0 = 7^ E XFm(u)(g, t)   (mod p),
1     ' g€G

where the congruence modulo p means that the formal power series are equal as

elements in (Z/pZ)[[t]\.

Proof. Let il be defined by the multilinear polynomial identities f(xx, ..., xm)

= 0, 1 = 1,2,.... Fixing a basis yx, ... , ym of Vm , the verbal ideal U of
Lm corresponding to il is spanned on

{f(ux, ... , uni)adwx •• -adWq^Uk , Wi commutators of yi,..., ym}.

Hence Fm(U) is a multigraded vector space with respect to any basis {yx, ... ,

ym}. If K is an extension of the base field K, the .K-algebra Lm = K ®K

Lm is the free Lie algebra generated by x,- = 1 ® x,■, i = I, ... , m, and

Fm(ii) = K ®K Fm(U) is the relatively free algebra of the variety U. of K-

algebras defined by the polynomial identities f = I ® f = 0, i = 1,2, ... .

Let g e GLm . Considering an extension^ K of K we may assume that g acts

as an upper triangular matrix on Vm = K ®K Vm . The Hilbert series of Fm(ix)
is independent of the choice of the basis of Vm . Hence

trFm(u)(g, t) = H(Fm(ii) ,&,...,&,,/).

(ii) For any finite-dimensional G-module W the linear operator

n: w -> — ^2g(w),        weW,

projects W onto WG . Hence tr^(w) = dim WG (mod p), and this completes

the proof because .Fm(il)G is a direct sum of its homogeneous components of
degree n = 1, 2, ... .   □

We denote by 2l2 the metabelian variety of Lie algebras defined by the poly-

nomial identity [[xx, x2], [x^, Xi]] = 0. Clearly .Fm(2l2) = Lm/L'^ .

Proposition 1.3. Over an arbitrary field,

H(Fm(*2),tx,...,tm,t)

m j

= i+(tx+■ ■ ■+t„)t+((tx+■■■+tm)t -1) n -——.
,=ii ut
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Proof. The algebra Fm(ty?) has a basis

Xi, [Xil, Xi2,..., Xin],       ix > h < • • • < in, n = 2,3,...

(see, e.g., [8, §2, pp. 274-276 of the English translation] where bases of the

free polynilpotent Lie algebras are found). Since the basis of Fm(%.2) does not

depend on the characteristic of the field, we may assume that char K = 0. It is
well known (see, e.g., [3, Proof of Lemma 2.5]) that as a GLm-module

Fn(^) = Wm(\) + Y,wm{n-\, 1).
M>2

The character of the irreducible GLm-module Wm(X) is equal to the Schur

function Sx(ti,... ,tm). For X = (n) the Schur function S(„)(*i,... ,tm) is

equal to the nth. complete symmetric function h„(tx,..., tm). By [7, Chapter

1, 5.15, p. 42], for n > 1

hn(h.tm)hi(ti,..., tm) = S(„)(tx, ... , tm)S(i)(ti, ... , tm)

— S{n+l)(tl > ••• > tm) +S{n,l)(t\ > • • • > tm)

= h„+i(tx , ... ,tm) + S(„ti)(tx , ... , tm),

H(Fm(3L2),tx,..'.,tm,t)

= S(l)(tl , ■ • ■ > tm)t + 2_^ S{n-l, l)(tl , ■■■ , tm)t"

n>2

= hi(ti,...,tm)t + Yt(hn-i(ti,..-,tm)hi(ti,... , tm)-hn(ti ,... ,tm))tn

n>2

= hi(ti,..., tm)t   1 + E h„(ti,..., tm)tn    - E hn(tx,..., tm)tn

\ «>1 /        n>2

= (hi (tx,... , tm)t - 1) E hn(h ,... ,tm)t" + l + hi(ti,..., tm)t,
«>0

and the assertion follows because
m 1

hx(tx,...,tm) = tx + --- + tm,       *£,hn(h,...,tm)f = \\Y—-.   □
n>0 1=1 '

Proposition 1.4. // G is a finite subgroup of Aut/rm(2l2), m > 1, and the order

of G is invertible in K, then the fixed algebra Fm(QL2)G is infinite dimensional.

Proof. First, let G be a subgroup of GLm . If irm(2l2)G is finite dimensional,

then its Hilbert series H(Fm(%2)G, t) is a polynomial f(t). By Propositions

1.1 and 1.2

H(Fm(tf)G, t) = jL £ XFm(*)(g, t),
1   ' geG

where the equality is replaced by a congruence modulo p if char K = p / 0.

Let geG have characteristic roots &,..., (m • Then

m

£i + • • • + im = tr g,        ]J(l- &t) = det( l-tg),
i=i
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hw&>. o = i + ,L E (c*)»+^s)" /(,)'

E ul^Ti) -|G|</(" - " - !>«>' = /,(,)•

where /i(f) is a polynomial and det_1(l - tg) is a short notation for the

formal series U?=i(2Zn>o€"tn) if charK ^ ° • Replacing t by 0 we obtain that

/i(0) = -|G| 7^ 0. Obviously det(l - tg) is a polynomial of degree m. We
compare the degrees of both the sides of the equality

(s-Hs^-(s-H*«
and obtain that the right-hand side is of degree > \G\m while the left-hand
side is of degree < I + (\G\ - l)m. Since m > 1, this is impossible; i.e.,

H(Fm(ySi2)G, f) is not a polynomial. In the general case, let G c Autirm(2l2) and

let dimFm(2l2) < oo . Hence the elements of Fm(2l2)G are of degree bounded

by an integer no . The map p: G -* GLm defined by

(p(g))(v) = g(v)(modFm(*2)),       veVm, geG,

is a group homomorphism. We consider the algebra of invariants Fm(^i?)p{-G'>

of the linear group p(G) acting on Fm(2l2). Since Fm(fA2)p^ is not finite

dimensional, there exists a homogeneous f(xx, ■■■ , xm) e Fm(%.2y(G') of degree

n greater than «0 • Obviously

(p(g))(f(xx, ... , Xm)) = g(f(Xi , ... , Xm))    (modFm+x(%2)),

h = r^Y,S(f)eFm(^2)G,        A = -l^(/,(^))(/) = /   (modFr'(2l2)),

/z # 0, and deg/! > n . Hence dimFm(2l2)G = oo .   □

2. The main results

Lemma 2.1. Let R be a residually nilpotent Lie algebra generated by rx,... ,rm,

and let r{, ... , rm be linearly independent modulo R'. If G is a finite sub-

group of Aut R of order invertible in K, then the canonical homomorphism

/>: C7 -> GL(R/R') is injective.

Proof. Every automorphism tp of R is determined by 4>(ri) > i = I, ■■■ , m .

The ideal R" is closed under all endomorphisms of R; the map p„: G —>
Aut(R/Rn+x) defined by

(pn(g))(n) = g(n) (xnodRn+x),        i=l,...,m,

is a group homomorphism; p = px; and G D Kex pi D Kex p2 D • ■ • . The alge-

bra R is residually nilpotent, i.e., f|n>i -K" = {0} > and fl«>i Kex pn = (1). If

g e Kexpn\Kexp„+i, n > 1, then £(r~) = r, + ./], where fi = fi(h ,..., rm) 6

i?"+1, i = I, ... , m, and yj-0 is not contained in /?"+2 for some z'o . It is easy
to see that

gk(n0) = rio + kf0(n ,...,rm)    (mod R"+2).
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If char AT = 0, then gk ^ 1 for all k > 1, which is impossible because
|C7| < oo. If char AT = p ^ 0, then gk(r,0) = rk (mod Rn+2) if and only if

p divides k . Hence |G| is not invertible in K, which is a contradiction, and

Kerp„ = (1) forall n > 1.   □

Lemma 2.2. Every finite subset of Fm(%2) which is linearly independent modulo

F^(2l2) generates a free metabelian subalgebra of Fm(2l2).

Proof. The following arguments hold for any variety il defined by homogeneous

polynomial identities. Let Wx, ... , wq e Fm(Vi?) be linearly independent mod-

ulo Fm(QL2). Applying an invertible linear transformation to the free generators

of .Fm(2l2) we may assume that tu, = x, (mod Fm(%2)), i = I, ... , q. Let

0 ^ f(xx,..., Xr) € F^(2l2)\F^+1(2l2). Since

f(wx ,...,wq) = f(xx ,...,xq)£0   (mod Fm+X(*2)),

we obtain that all the relations between wx, ... ,wq follow from the metabelian

identity, i.e., W\, ... ,wq generate a free metabelian algebra.   □

Theorem 2.3. Let R = Fm(%2) = Lm/L'm be the free metabelian Lie algebra of

rank m> I. If G ^ (I) is a finite subgroup of AutR of order invertible in the

base field K, then the fixed algebra Fm(Ql2)G is not finitely generated.

Proof. The ideal i^(2l2) is a G-module and by the Maschke theorem there

exist G-submodules W and Z of Fm(Ql2) such that

Fm(X.2) = W ® Z ® Fm(K2),     (W®Z)G = Z,    dixn(W ®Z) = m.

We fix bases {wx, ... , wq} of W and {zq+l, ... , zm} of Z . We may assume

that

Wj = xt,    zj = Xj (mod i^(2l2)),       i= I,..., q, j = q + 1,... ,m.

If q = 0, then G acts on Fm(2l2) trivially modulo Fm(QL2) and, by Lemma 2.1,

G = (1). Hence q > 0. Let the algebra Fm(^li2)G be finitely generated. As a

vector space Fm(Vi?)G is a direct sum of Z and Fm(VL2)G, and hence Fm(%.2)G

is generated as an algebra by zq+l, ... , zm and some f , ... , fr e Fm(%.2)G.

Since the f 's are in Fm(%2), every element of i^(2l2)G is of the form

/ = £(<*,*/, + Pjk^ji> zj2])adk^zq+l ■ -adk-zm.

The operators adz; and adXj are equal on F'm{f&}) and

f = Y^^ft + finely . zj2])adk«+[xq+x ■ ■ ■ adfcraxm,

i.e., the elements of Fm(2l2)G are of bounded degree in Xx,..., xq.

Case 1. q > 1. The group G acts on the algebra (W) generated by wx, ... , wq

as a group of automorphisms, and the vector space W has no fixed points. By

Lemma 2.2, (W) = Fq(<&2), and by Proposition 1.4 (W)G is infinite dimen-

sional. Since for f e (W)G

f=Yl a'k\.wh > wh]adk,wx ■ ■ ■ adk'wq

= £ aik[wh , wi2]adk'xx ■ ■ ■ ad*'*, 6 Fm(%2)G,
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the degrees in Xx, ... ,xq of the elements from Fm(2l2)G are not bounded,

which is a contradiction.

Case 2. q = 1. Every element geG acts on Wx by scalar multiplication, i.e.,

g(wx) = £gWx and ^ = 1, n = \G\. Hence

g(zmadnkWx)=CgkzmadnkWx=zmadnkWx,       geG, k=l,2,...,

and zmadnkwx e Fm(y?)G. Again zmadnkWx = [zm, Wx]ad"k~lxx and there

exists no upper bound for the degree in xi of the elements from Fm(2l2)G .   □

Theorem 2.4. Let Lm be the free Lie algebra of rank m > 1 over a field K,

and let J be an ideal of Lm such that J c L'm and the algebra Lm/J is

residually nilpotent. If G ^ (1) is a finite group of automorphisms of Lm/J of

order invertible in K, then the algebra of fixed points (Lm/J)G is not finitely

generated.

Proof. Every automorphism of R = Lm/J induces an automorphism on R/R".

By Lemma 2.1 the group G acts faithfully on R/R' and hence on R/R" . Now

JcL'L implies that R/R" = Lm/L'm = Fm(2l2). The map RG -> (R/R")G is
surjective because |G| is invertible in K. If RG is finitely generated, the same

holds for (R/R")G, and this is in contradiction with Theorem 2.3.   □

Corollary 2.5. If G ^ (I) is a finite subgroup of AutLm , m > I, and \G\ is
invertible in K, then LG is not finitely generated.

Theorem 2.6. Let the field K be infinite, char A ^2,3, and let il be a variety
of Lie algebras over K. For a finite subgroup G ^ (1) of AutFm(il), m > I,

the fixed algebra Fm(ii)G is finitely generated if and only if il is nilpotent.

Proof. Let U c Lm be the verbal ideal corresponding to il. Since the base

field is infinite, the algebra Fm(ii) is multihomogeneous and hence residually

nilpotent. It is well known that either il satisfies the Engel identity X2(ad"xi) =

0 for some n > 0 or U c L^ . If the variety il satisfies X2(ad"xi) = 0, by the

theorem of Zel'manov [9], il is nilpotent. Hence Fm(ii) is finite dimensional

and Fm(ii)G is finitely generated. If U c L'm we apply Theorem 2.3.   □
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